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Chairmans Welcome
MERSEA ISLAND CADET WEEK 2017

Welcome to MERSEA L’ATTITUDE CADET WEEK 2017

The final words from last years Cadet Captains were:

“… The best ships are friendships.”

Whetherat the beginningor the endofyourCadetWeek journey, these friendships, together
with Mersea Attitude will stay with you.

We are a friendly event, and whilst we take sailing seriously and competition might be
fierce, it is the way we behave both on and off the water that defines us.

Many of you have told me how much you appreciate older cadets taking care of younger
cadets out on the water and on land - Mersea Attitude - long may it continue.

Events like this donot happen byaccident! Hundreds of volunteersmean thatwe can offer
one of the largest youth sailing/social events in the country.

The week is only possible because of the support ofWMYCand the DabchicksSailingClub,
together with an amazing Social & Sailing Team. Our Platinum, Gold and valued
Supporters. Boat loaners, anonymous donors, fuel givers, beach crew and wader wearers,
computer programmers & logo designers, lawn crew, safety crew, beach crew, galley crew,
tally masters, race officers, spotters, mark layers, club launches … the list goes on!
Together we make it happen.

Not all of uswill endup asOlympicGoldMedallists, butMerseaAttitudewill takeyou far
on life’s journey.

Latitude and Longitude fix Mersea on the map; Mersea Attitude will take you round the
world!

See you there!

Gordon
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Social

Keeping it real, Keeping it local
Sunday

Inside Fleet DSC @ 18:00
Outside Fleet @ WMYC @ 18:30

Monday

Youth Camp @ 19:00 - 21:00

Tuesday

Shingle Point @ 19:00 onwards

Wednesday

Thursday

DSC @ 16:00 onwards

Friday

DSC @ 16:00 (ish) to WMYC
RNLI Hard @ 16:30 (ish)

WMYC @ 18:00 - 19:30

WMYC @ 19:30

Briefings

Get the Download!
Goodie Bags & Meet Team Captains!

It's a Knockout!

Wet n Dirty!

Beach Festival!

Live Music! BYO Food n Drink!
Paddle: SUPs, Gig, Kayaks (bring lifejacket!)

Rest Day!

Chill!

Clubbing!

Fish n Chips (ensure you pre book)
DJ
Beach Games & Bucking Bronco!

Laser Battle!

Senior Cadets only
Sharp Shooting!

Optimist Walk Past!

Decorate your boat & Water Fight!

Parents Race!

Embarassing!

Festival!

Street Food (must pre book)
Event Photos & Entertainment

Prize Giving!

Main Event!! Live Music!
Street Food to buy!

NOTE: Monday is a supervised event and cadets can be dropped off. ALL OTHER EVENTS a
responsible adult MUST be present for junior cadets.

Thursday

Struth Field @ 19:00 - 21:00
(Senior Cadets Only)



Food!
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Late Lunch Menu @ WMYC 16:00 to 17:00
Hot Soup, fresh roll & slice of cake £4.50

If there are any changes to the menu (e.g. limited availability of ingredients)
these will be advertised @ WMYC during cadet week

Breakfas
t

& Lunch!

The Galley @ DSC From 08:00
Breakfast 08:00 - 10:00

Bacon, Sausage & Egg Rolls
Tea/Coffee & Cereals

Lunch 11:30 - 15:00
(note: 11:30 finish on Friday)

Hot Lunch, Sandwiches & Cheeky Treats!
Pasta Bolognaise, Cheesy Chips, Chicken Curry, Vegetarian

Options, Filled Rolls, Macoroni Cheese, Southern Fried Chicken
Burger and much, much more!
Profits are invested in Cadet Sailing @ DSC
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Food...Global Grill!

Global Street Grill- Friday night prize giving menu
Food needs to be pre-ordered by Wednesday midday from the tent @ WMYC

and will be ready for you between 18:00 and 19:30 on the night.

After 19:30 you can buy without ordering– but it will be “pot luck” and when it’s
gone, it’s all gone!

Full portion £6.00
Half portion £3.00

Chips £2:00

Beef Burger
Succotash salad (peppers, tomato, Sweetcorn and chilli)

Argentinian Chimmy curri steak sandwich
Avocado and black bean salad

Moroccan chicken shish kebebs
Falafel, homous, carrot and harissa kebeb
Tabbouleh

Korean pulled pork Bánh mi
Asian crunch salad

Bratwurst and Saurkraut
Panzanella
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LOOKING BACK AT 2016
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OPTIMIST FLEETS

MERSEA L’ATTITUDE
The laughter of friends across the water….what could be better?!
Welcome ALL Optimist Sailors to Cadet Week 2017!!

Much, quite rightly, will be made of the Mersea ‘Attitude’ this year.
I asked a few people what Mersea Cadet Week meant to them and the following words

and themes kept re-occurring:

#Fun for the whole family #The highlight of the year #Just shows what can be done
when a community comes together #The yacht club lawn-and all who sail from her!

#Water fights!

Oh and some mentioned something about the sailing!!

I have always been proud to be a very small part of a very big team of people who will
be working extremely hard to make your week hopefully one you will remember for
the rest of your life. I’ve been involved for 11years and this year is my last as your
Inside Fleet Leader. A sad but proud moment and I am determined to make it the best

one yet! You have been warned!!

Gold(always believe in your soul!) Fleet - (The top group for those new to Mersea Cadet
Week!) The pressure is on! Not only will you want to win but you are ambassadors
for the younger and less experienced sailors who WILL be looking up to you. When
you can-help them-particularly on the beach in the mornings. You were young once
too-remember how you felt!! Simon, your race officer continues to run brilliant
courses to make the racing as fast, fair and furious as possible. He will be ably

assisted by Glen who will take the flags next year!

Ruby(Ruby, Ruby, Ruby!!) Fleet - for children in Bronze and Silver Fleets where the
racing is as competitive as gold. Great starts are the key for you all and a neat track

to the windward mark. Focus on getting the 5 essentials right on EVERY leg.
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Emerald(Thin Lizzy-ask your parents!) Fleet – for children in Starboard Fleet. Your
turn to join the big girls and boys on the main Optimist Course. You compete for your
own trophy and as with Diamond, Emerald and Ruby ANYONE can win the overall

title of best sailor from the Inside fleets (Except Gold who will continue to have their own
overall winner).

Diamond(‘s are for ever!!) Fleet - for children who have been sailing on a Wednesday
night in Port Fleet. For many sailors this may be your first experience of racing but
there is nothing to worry about. We use the most sheltered water we can find. Every
morning and every afternoon we gather together at the Dabchicks Sailing Club and

talk you through what is going to happen during the next race. Explanations are simple
and fun!

Racing
The Optimist Fleet sailors are made from tough stuff!! We have an enviable record of

being able to put on more races than the other fleets.
Although we all hope for a glorious week of weather, be prepared to go sailing in what can
be changeable conditions-this is England! For all sailors, being organised and prepared
are the keys to a stress free day! Get down to the waterfront in plenty of time - there’s
always lots to do. Don’t forget to put some water and a snack in your boat, sun cream
and a hat if it’s hot and make sure you remember to sign-on, tally both on and off the

water and sign-off.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

There are a couple of things we’d like you to think about before Cadet Week starts: What
is the main thing you want to get better at during the week? Do you want to get your
dagger board in the right position on every leg, or, to swap hands with the tiller and
main-sheet without thinking when you tack? What do you want to achieve in the

racing? Would you like to take part in and
finish every race? Finish in the top 5, 10? Get really good at starting?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Although for some the result is important, the most important thing is to take part, try

you best, have fun and to come back smiling!

Dom Barnes
Inside Fleet Leader



We are all aware that by now you are all able to sail round a course, but there is a great
deal of difference between ability and experience between you all. There is a fleet of

parents and supporters in support boats. Their role is twofold, one to make sure you all
get home safely and secondly someone to drag you from the water should you have the
misfortune to need it. Please listen to these wonderful people as they are part of the team

that are there to ensure a safe and efficient time on the water.

The weather is often against us but it is the intention to always try to get you on the
water, so if racing is postponed please don’t go too far away and make sure that you and

your boat are ready to go afloat at a moment’s notice.

Here are a few tips:

Sign On and Off - (with your parents) Before and after each session on the water as
well as remembering to Tally On and Off, this is essential and if you fail to do any of

these safety requirements you will be disqualified from that sessions racing.

Buoyancy Aids - Wear them properly, regardless of weather and please do not cover them
with a rash vest.

Fit for Purpose - You and your boat must be fully prepared for the day's conditions, if in
doubt ask.

Launch and Recovery - Have your boat rigged, but only launch when your fleet is
called by the beach master, on return be careful do not ‘mow down', the helpers in the

water.

Capsized - Stay with your boat and right it, there is likely to be support boats in the area
and if you are separated from you boat we allow them to deliver you back to your boat

without penalty. If you are unable to right your boat the support boats will take over and
you will be deemed ‘retired’ from that race. Also the support boats are tere to look after

you first and then the boat.

Race Area - Never leave the area unaccompanied, if for some reason you decide to retire
from a race the support boats will instruct you what to do, whether escorted to shore or left
on the Mothership. Please do not just leave the area, even between races, we need to know

where you are at all times.

Role Models - Help others raise their game, advice and support to raise the standard of all
of your team between races.

We want you all to have a great week of racing and will do all we can to achieve this. A
smile and a thank you to the many people working to make Cadet Week a success is

always appreciated.

Richard Holroyd

Outside Race Officer
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OUTSIDE FLEET



This yearweare able toextend toCadetWeek the fantasticworkdoneduringSunset series andoffer
those sailors new to sailing this year the opportunity improve their sailing skills even more through
the “New Seamanship Award”. This year Diamond Fleet will be taken through 2 days of coached
support which has two key aims:

To further increase their confidence and competence so they may sail more safely and
enjoyably.

To better prepare them for racing in the latter three days of the week.

The two days will work in a fun way towards gaining the 'Seamanship Award' which will help
sailors demonstrate basic skill and knowledge in:

Boat handling

Race craft

Safety

Knots

Sailing Rules of the road

Each Cadet will gain a Certificate of Competence and there will be special prizes for
achievement in specific areas as well as a Trophy for most improved/dedicated Cadet.

This increased skill and knowledge will be put to good use for the rest of the week where we hope
to see Sailors better able and more keen to take on the challenge of racing in the Diamond Fleet
Regatta.

For any parent who wishes to know more about the Seamanship Award please contact the
committee. We look forward to seeing you at Cadet Week.

▶

▶

▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
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GET A GOOD START!

Races are often won and lost on the start and those who do well are usually those who have planned
their starts. They’ve thought about where they want to start on the line, which tack will take them
straightest to the windward mark and which side of the course will get them there fastest.

Which end of the line?
Go to the middle of the line and go head to wind. Then look to either side; left to the pin and right to
the committee boat. Whichever is further ahead will be the closest end to the windward mark.
Which tack off the line?
Most of the time you will start on starboard tack with
right of way, but then it is a case of which tack will take
you straightest to the windward mark. When you are
head to wind in the middle of the line have a look at the
windward mark and see which side of the boat it is on.
If it is dead ahead your initial tack doesn’t matter.
If it’s to the right, the best tack is port, and to the left
starboard.
Which side of the course?
The favoured side of the course should be the side
where there is most wind or tide. You can check the
wind by standing up in your boat and looking upwind.
Also try to get out on the course early to determine
what’s happening. Find out what time high water is and
find out what the tide is doing, a general rule is, tide is
strongest in deep water. Ask local sailors where it runs strongest and weakest.
Your three answers should be mixed and matched to get the most out of the start. For example, if it
seems there is much more wind on the right, then you might give up a favoured pin end of the line
for a quick port tack to take you ‘right’ up the beat. If there is no apparent advantage on either side,
then go with the favoured end of the line or the closest tack to the mark. Taking time to think about
these factors will make sure you give yourself the best chance of winning right from the off.
Timing
Once you know where to start on the line you need to plan how to arrive there on the gun, sailing at
speed. You need to be able to judge the distance against boat speed; and the only way is practice.
Pick a mooring buoy, set a time limit like 30 seconds. Keep changing your distance and speed until
you can judge the distance correctly. Keep in mind that when the wind strength changes, so will your
speed and your time to the mark.
Clean Air
There’s every chance that a number of other boats will have come to the same conclusions you have
and will choose the same place on the start line. Be aware of bigger faster boats that may steal your
wind. Have a backup plan; know how to slow down or sail backwards to get out of a tricky situation;
and practice manoeuvring in close quarter with other boats.
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RULES & RESPONSIBILITES

COMPETITORS / SUPPORT BOATS AND PARENTS / GUARDIANS

Entry Criteria - All competitors must have reached their 8th Birthday by 1st May 2017 and must not be
due to reach their 19th Birthday before 31st August 2018. Competitors must be a member of the
Dabchicks Sailing Club or West Mersea Yacht Club. Preference will be given to those who have been
members since the beginning of the 2017 dinghy racing season.

Entering - Entries will close at noon on 30th June 2017. Late entries will be accepted until 7th July
2017 with a 50% surcharge. After that date entries will not be accepted. Entry numbers will be
restricted and entries accepted on a first come first served basis. The Committee reserves the right to
refuse an entry, to change the class and fleet structure, and to place entries into appropriate classes
and fleets at its discretion.

Insurance - Valid and current third party liability insurance, which covers competitors for third party
claims whilst sailing and racing, for not less than £2 million must be held for the duration of the event.
Support boats need to be adequately insured for club dinghy racing support, evidence of cover may
be requested.

Medical - All competitors should declare any medical conditions and/or allergies, providing the
organisers with all relevant information. Medical details will be treated as confidential.

Responsible Adult - Every competitor must have a responsible adult in charge of them at all times.
Responsible adults are mandatory for them to be on the waterfront or involved in the running of the
event. Parents or nominated responsible adults must sign against their child’s/charge’s name before
each session in order that the event organisers know who to contact in the event of an emergency.
Contact information should include a mobile phone number/VHF Call Sign or whereabouts i.e.: DSC
Galley, WMYC office, beach, (NB Not at home).

Decision to Race - Cadet Week adheres to The Racing Rules of Sailing 2013-2016, please make
yourselves aware of Fundamental Rule 4 regarding responsibilities associated with deciding whether
or not to go afloat.

Signing On - Before going afloat for each morning or afternoon session, all competitors must sign
on. When signing on (for every session) the adult person responsible for the cadet’s care during the
day must also sign on. When returning ashore competitors must tally off and within 15 minutes go to
the control desk and sign off. Failure to do any of the above will result in disqualification without
hearing for that session.

Launch and Recovery - Competitors will launch in fleets and be escorted to and from the race area by
a team of safety and support boats. No one may launch without the permission of the beach master.
The launching and retrieval process, whilst managed by the beach master, is the responsibility of
competitors and their parents/responsible adult. The beach rota will be published prior to the week.

Buoyancy Aids/Life Jackets - All competitors and support boat personnel must wear an adequate
buoyancy aid or life jacket that is properly fastened whilst on the water.
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Equipment andClothing - All competing craftmust be in good repair have adequate buoyancy and a 4m
long painter. Those craft who do not meet these minimum requirements may be refused permission to
launch. All those competing in handicap racing should ensure that their craft meets class rules.
Competitors are asked to wear clothing appropriate to the conditions of the day.

Racing - TheOrganisers reserve the right to change the published times of racing, to postpone or cancel
racing at any time. All racingwill generally take place either in theMerseaCreeks or the River Blackwater.
From time-to-time itmaybenecessary to seekother venues at short notice. Informationwill bepublished
on the event notice boards.

Sail Numbers - All competitors’ sails must carry identification or sail number which must be entered on
the entry form. Any changes to individual entrants sail numbers during the event must be notified to the
race officer, safety officer and shore patrol.

Safetyon theWater -All competitorsmustobeyany instructions theyaregivenby thebeachmaster, event
safety and support crews, and the race committee. Theymust keep clear ofmoored boats, moving deep
draft vessels and busy channels. In the event of a collision it is the competitor’s responsibility to tell his/
her parents and the parent’s responsibility to inform the owner. No competitor should leave their boat
unmanned at any time unless instructed to do so by an event support boat crew.

Support Boats - All support boats and drivers must be fit for duty. Crew numbers should be limited to
those required for them to be able to fulfil their rescue functions. Parent’s permission must be sought
before allowing any non-sailing cadets to travel on a support boat. Life jackets must be worn by all on
support boats and a kill cord to be used at all times.

NoticeBoards - It is the responsibility of all competitors and their parents/responsible adults to check the
event noticeboards for changes to anyof theactivities associatedwith theevent. There is anofficial event
notice board at both DSC and WMYC.

Catering - A galley rota will be published prior to the event. All tabs must be cleared at the end of each
day. There will be no tab system available at WMYC. Members will be able to use their club cards.

Social Activities - Those participating in social activities may be asked to sign in and sign out. Children
under 16 years of agemust be collected by their parents or a nominated responsible adult. Children over
16 years of age will require a signed permission form from their parents allowing them to leave
unescorted.

PhotographyandVideo -Photographswill be takenduringMerseaCadetWeekorganisedevents, stored
and reproduced for the purpose of promotion and publicity, for use on the appropriate websites and for
distribution to the event participants. Any entrants or their parents/guardians who have any concerns or
objections should write to the organising committee.

UseofClubs -Members of theorganising clubs, their guests and visitorsmayuseeitherCluband indoing
so must observe their rules and practises. The Clubs can accept no responsibility for damage to, or loss
of, any personal property brought onto their premises.

The Waterfront - Bins are provided for all litter. Competitors may be asked to tidy the area between the
two clubs. The waterfront is a residential area and the property and privacy of the neighbourhood must
be respected at all times. The waterfront is also a working environment and access to the working hard
must be allowed at all times. All involved with the event are asked to keep noise levels to a minimum,
especially after dark.
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Principles and Practices
• The sport welcomes all participants; it relies largely on self-compliance and self-policing. Those that

deliberately take unfair advantage of this or behave in an inappropriate manner, either on or off the
water, can expect action to be taken against them.

• Competitors agree to compete in compliance with the rules and behave in accordance with accepted
standards of sailboat racing.When involved in a genuine dispute, all parties to the dispute and those
deciding the matter will use the established procedures for achieving resolution.

• Foul or abusive language, intimidation, aggressive behaviour or lack of respect for others and
their property will not be tolerated.

• Organisers, officials and other providers of sailboat racing agree to provide the fairest racing possible.
This includes encouraging feed-back and facilitating the resolution of genuine disputes (including
protests) in a timely and proper manner.

• Coaches and other advisers agree to encourage their competitors to compete, and behave in
compliance with the above principles and practices.

This Charter applies equally to those who organise, manage, coach, advise, judge, provide services
and compete (including those who support competitors) in sailboat racing.
The RYA encourages the adoption and implementation of this Charter, and provides guidance and
support to individuals and organizations to assist implementation. This guidance and support is
consistent with the practices of the International Sailing Federation.

Application of RYA Racing Charter
Through the Racing Charter, the RYA seeks to promote fair and enjoyable racing for all.

What competitors should expect:
• racing that, as far as possible, is fair, enjoyable and safe.
• shore facilities, administration and race management to acceptable standards and appropriate

to the event.
• a way to complain or make a suggestion, and a response to complaints and suggestions.
• prompt resolution of any disputes.

What is expected of competitors:
• courtesy and respect to other competitors, officials, and other users of the water, both afloat

and ashore.
• compliance with the rules, and take a penalty when required by the rules.
• use of the provided services to resolve any disputes.

Resolution of Racing Disputes
The RYA encourages the adoption of the Exoneration Penalty, Advisory Hearings and RYA
Arbitration in addition to protest hearings to improve the understanding of and compliance with the
Racing Rules of Sailing.
Unacceptable Behaviour
The RYA encourages the use of rule 69 and rule 2 to penalise and deter unacceptable behaviour
both on and off the water. Guidelines on their application in the UK are included on the RYA website.

Objectives
• To provide the framework for everyone to enjoy the sport of sailboat racing
in whatever capacity and to whatever level the individual desires.

• To enure that the sport of sailboat racing welcomes all people and treats
them equally.

• To enure that those who experience sailboat racing are encouraged to
continue.
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PRIZE WINNERS 2016
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Optimist Diamond Fleet Matilda Milgate
Optimist Emerald Fleet Matthew Sanderson
Optimist Ruby Fleet Alex Canham
CATs Trophy for Endeavour Mary Richardson
Tenacity Trophy Jack Gibson
Optimist Gold Fleet Gabriella Clifton
Optimist Gold Corinthian Dom Gozzett
Tomato Matthew Sanderson
Most Improved Optimist Ellis Higgins
RS Tera Jack Gibson
Slow Handicap Fleet Lucy Newman
Laser 4.7 Class Tim Crossley
Laser Radial Josh Tierney
Medium Handicap Fleet Connor Way/Beth Sharpe
Fast Handicap Fleet Hamish Eckstein
Topper Class Lucy Newman
Pico Class Jess Sydenham
RS Feva Class Connor Way/Beth Sharpe
First Single Hander Hamish Eckstein
First Double Hander Connor Way/Beth Sharpe
Most Bullets Hamish Eckstein
WMYC Trophy Hamish Eckstein
Seamanship Trophy Heather Norman/Anna Gilbert
Hanna Stodel Endeavour Jack Sydenham
Viking Trophy Hamish Eckstein



We would like to express our thanks to the following, without whom Cadet Week would not be possible:

Supporters of Cadet Week (Platinum)

Micro Scooters Ltd http://www.micro-scooters.co.uk/

The Royal Hospital School http://www.royalhospitalschool.org/

Supporters of Cadet Week (Gold)

Mersea Island Tales http://www.mersea-island-tales.co.uk/

Time Line International http://time-line-international.com/

Valued Patrons of Cadet Week

Essex Outdoors http://www.essexoutdoors.com/

SRC Aggregates

Davonport Handmade Kitchens

Lee Tridini

Push Energy

Mersea Island Tales Educational Trust

Mersea Rowing Club

Tic Challis, James Struth, Mark Jones

Race Officers – Richard Holroyd (Outside), Simon
Clifton (Inside), as well as all the helpers on board
spotting, time keeping, creating the courses, etc.

Safety Officers - Nick Purdie and James
Sanderson along with the team of numerous
Mums, Dads and friends who supply boats and
assistance on the water.

Mark Layers – Those who go out in the water
prior to racing happening.

Committee Boat – Liz & Peter Clements, thank
you for the use of your much needed boat.

Mothership – support boat for the inside fleet.

Galley – Ann Bailey and Wendy Williams along
with all the volunteers helping to provide
delicious food, endless cups of coffee/tea and
hot chocolates at Dabchicks and all the staff at
the West Mersea Yacht Club.

Beach - Sue Green & Phoebe Fuller and their
team tallying you on an off the water as well as
the many of you tirelessly pulling and stacking
trolleys.

Volunteers - All the diligent parents and helpers
who give up their time and commitment to assist
both ashore and on the water.

Native Promotions – For the help, time and effort,
printing the Hoodies, T-Shirts

Cadet Week Committee - None of this would
happen without a Committee: Gordon Eckstein
(Chairman), Rachael Humphreys, Ann Bailey,
Jackie Bessey, Veronique Eckstein, Dom Barnes,
Simon Clifton, Nick Purdie, James Sanderson,
Abbie Dix, Sue Green, Phoebe Fuller, Jon French,
Richard Holroyd, Chris Harris. Social Committee:
Jackie Morley, Rachel Humphreys, Laura Jones,
Libby Talbot, Ann Bailey, Wendy Williams, Julia
Newman, Rosemary Ward, Viv Gozzett, Karen
Yuzen, Sam Helen and Penny Hester.

Finally, THE CADETS – need we say more!
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THANK YOU!




